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The 2021 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded jointly to Syukuro Manabe, Klaus Hasselmann and Giorgio Parisi 
"for revolutionary contributions to our understanding of complex physical systems". Common to these 
contributions is the complexity and intermittency of our planet's weather and climate [1]. With the key notion 
of multifractals, intermittency has become understood as resulting from an infinite hierarchy of fractal 
supports of the singularities of the underlying equations. However, this has been done mainly for scalar fields 
such as temperature and precipitation (e.g. [2-4]), whereas the velocity field that plays a major role in 
generating the inhomogeneity of other fields is a vector field. To solve this methodological shortcoming, we 
were led to introduce multifractal operators acting on vector fields [5,6]. This has revealed the crucial role of 
the Lie algebra of their generators. A generic case has been pointed out:  that whose stochastic generators of 
these operators are stable Levy vectors on the Clifford algebra. This presentation refines the analysis of their 
structural robustness and confirms the univsality of their statistics. Hence we push the analysis to those of 
their multivariate properties. This presentation also highlights the development of applications of this 
approach in wind energy and rainfall nowcasting. 
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